Ford 5.0 intake manifold

The 5. With the Boss Manifold Package and a 5-Star 93 octane tune, their test 5. That's a gain of
50 horsepower and 20lb-ft of torque. What's more important is that peak horsepower came in at
around rpm, which is after the stock manifold's power totally dropped off. The manifold package
and tuning also managed to add up to 30lb-ft of torque below rpm, which gives your truck much
more off-the-line speed and low-end pulling power. Even the gains on 5-Star's 87 octane tune
were impressive, meaning you can run this package with lower-tier fuel and still get excellent
results. Call Us Call Us. Home F Performance Parts F 5. We price match! Call ! Choose Options.
Custom Tune 1 No, thank you. Custom Tune 2 No, thank you. Put me on the Waiting List. Price
Match. This manifold can give your truck a huge boost in performance with up to 40 more
horsepower, more torque, and a revised power curve that maintains power into the mid to
high-RPM ranges. This complete F Boss Intake Manifold Kit comes with a custom-built aFe cold
air intake for proper fitment of your intake manifold and your choice of two 5-Star Custom
Tunes that adjust your truck's PCM to take full advantage of your new manifold for maximum
performance gains and to avoid engine damage. High-Powered Boss Manifold with Advanced
Design Developed specifically for the powerful Boss Mustangs, this carefully-designed intake
manifold greatly improves airflow into your truck's cylinders by using short, direct runners that
drop right down to the intake ports on the cylinder heads. The specially-designed manifold
produces more power across your 5. Write a Review. Reviews Sorting most helpful to least
helpful high to low rating low to high rating newest to oldest oldest to newest. This manifold kit
along with the 5-Star Tuning has turned my truck into something to be proud of other than the
fact its a Ford. Installation of this product would be a chore for someone new to motor work.
Instructions are pretty straight forward but leave you hanging in a few areas. For example, the
purge valve needs to be modified in placement Boss purge valve can be purchased through
your dealership. Without it you'll trip an engine light. That being said, if you arn't confident in
doing the work yourself, this kit is still completely worth installation costs from a shop. It only
took a few hours to take the old off and install the whole new kit and upload the tunes The end
product is insane. It's like driving a whole new truck, and a stupid fast one at that. Also, my
Roush exhaust is louder and my MPG's have gone up The guys that work at a local Ford
dealership freaked out when they saw this kit under the hood. Did you find this helpful? It truly
is unbelievable how much this upgrade did to my truck. Coupled with the SCT tunes, my truck
performs incredibly. I'm also noticing less fuel consumption at 70 and 75mph because the truck
can breath so much better. If you can front the money, this is a worth upgrade for anyone
wanting a bad-ass truck that's still naturally aspirated. Had this boss kit installed on my f 5.
Took it to local performance shop several months after installing to see whp and wtq..
Comparing my truck with cat back exhaust, poweraid throttle body spacer, boss kit with a 93 oct
tune; and a 5. If you plan on supercharging with the boss kit, then this would be the only reason
I would purchase again. All the NA gains mostly have to do with tuning. This is a kick ass up
grade for your F!! If you are going to do this go full bore for the best performance. I don't
recommend going catless you cant turn off rear O2s per 5star tuning as in older trucks ie f Ck
engine light will stay on and as I found out remote start wont work! So I put the cats back on.
Save most of Beer till yer finished Yes the cowl will have to beaten up but to far up wiper linkage
will drag to make intake drop in place super tight fit going in. PUT headers on first!! Cuz ya have
to jack engine up and there isn't clearance with Boss intake on fellas. Down load your tunes and
hear that roar!! Ohh yeah turn traction control off for bit Now you sound like built Mustang..
Keeps the push rod guys wondering what's under the hood. Pulled a large boat several hundred
too. I have had absolutely ZERO problems and highly recommend. Stage 3 rocks!! Love this
modification really showed some gains with 85mm bbk throttle body and 93 race tune. Have
Questions? Is it possible to purchase just the manifold? Asked by: Chris f 5. The Boss Intake
Manifold does require custom tuning and a heavily modified intake system in order to properly
fit and function on a 5. That being said, if you have something specific in mind and just need the
manifold, give us a call directly at , and we'll help you out. Was this answer helpful? Submit an
answer. How would this product affect Ford's powertrain warranty? Do you offer your own
powertrain warranty on this product? Technically speaking, all warranty decisions are up to the
dealer, but in general, this kit will be a de facto void of your warranty, due to the fact that you'll
not only be swapping out your intake manifold and exposing your intake valves, but because of
the custom tuning needed for the proper function of the Boss R manifold. We also aren't able to
offer our aftermarket warranty on Boss manifolds at this time. Do you guy off a custom "ghost
cam" tune with the purchase of the Boss intake? Will this system work with a Roush Cold air
intake? Unfortunately, it won't. The issues is that the factory inlet tubing can't meet up with the
throttle body on the BOSS Manifold. Your best bet would be to see if you could sell your Roush
intake, and then pick up this complete kit. Could you guys do a package deal including the 85
mil throttle body? We absolutely can. Just give us a call directly at Could you recommend

someone in the Fort Wayne, IN area who can professionally install this? As cool as this is, I
want someone who knows what they're doing to put this in. Frankly, even a fairly experienced
DIYer can pull this install off. Any automotive shop with ASE certified technicians should be
able to handle this kit without much of a problem. I like this package deal. Would I have to install
headers in my Ford F? I have the stock cats and deleted the resonator and added a super 10
series flowmaster muffler. If I do have to install headers, what do you recommend? Your advise
is greatly appreciated. Headers are not required to run this manifold, though you absolutely can
use aftermarket headers, if you so choose. Hello team, I was wondering on the possibility of
shipping the boss intake product with the 5 star tunes alone. Thanks in advance. The problem is
that the intake included in this kit is not the same as the one you already have. You may be able
to modify your current intake for proper fitment, but it's not exactly an easy or simple process.
The FX4 F has a Purge Valve Sensor in the factory intake, I ordered the Boss package does the
Boss intake come with the sensor for me to plug in the wiring.? According to 5-Star, there's
provisions for the purge valve and sensor on the manifold that you just plug right in. You do
have to do some minor rerouting of one of the purge valve's hoses to get it to the nipple on the
manifold, but it's not overly difficult. Other than the 5-star tunes and the modified AFE intake. Is
that a regular boss manifold or is there some special tubing included to fit in F applications. So
if I just bought a boss manifold directly from a mustang, would I need anything else to fit it into
my truck? The aFe intake included in this kit isn't a standard aF3 F 5. It's one that's been
customized by 5-Star to fit with the Boss Manifold. You will absolutely need customized inlet
tubing that also preserves the vacuum and PCV ports for use with a Boss manifold on a F 5.
Reward Points. Select Options. Call now for Availability Free Shipping! Mailing List. Email
Address GO. The email you entered isn't valid. You subscribed successfully. You're
unsubscribed. Categories F 3. Mini Cart 0 Items. Search Search. If you have forgotten your
password, enter the Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will send
you and Email with a link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a
Ford Performance Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account for you.
The Ford Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or
speech-impaired: Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing The user
name or password did not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed.
Email Address. Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account.
Confirm Email. Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the
following: Uppercase Letter Lowercase Letter Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password.
Create Account Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your
password could not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New
Password. Change Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Buy Now. Available PDF. Sign
in to add to wish list. This part is in your Wish List. This part has been added to your Wish List.
The legendary Cobra Jet intake manifold returns with an all-new look! Featuring an all new lid
design, this intake manifold has a new provision to wear the exclusive Ford Performance badge
proudly. Developed and based on the naturally aspirated Cobra Jet Race Car, this intake
manifold is one of the most popular modifications to 5. Part Type. GT 5. F 3. More Information
Close. Continue Go Back. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best
experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. We use cookies to
provide you with the best possible user experience. By continuing to use our site, you agree to
their use. To learn more, view our Cookie Policy. E-Comm Sales: Sales: Tech: Performer Truck
5. Be the first to review this product. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the beginning
of the images gallery. Add to Wish List. Edelbrock Performer Truck 5. Out of stock. SKU Notify
me when this product is in stock. Fast Shipping. Tech Support. Easy Returns. Fast shipping.
Edelbrock prides themselves in ensuring all products are shipped as quickly as possible. Easy
returns. Edelbrock offers a quick and painless return process on all new and unused products.
Tech support. Edelbrock Tech Support is second to none. We can answer any of your tech
inquiries! High quality. Edelbrock core products are made in the USA offering unsurpassed
quality and performance. Reviews No reviews added. Value 1 star 2 stars 3 stars 4 stars 5 stars.
Submit Review. Details Edelbrock part Performer Truck 5. The modular design incorporates the
latest air flow technology for maximum torque gains in the mid-range where trucks need it most.
The upper and plenum cover are powder-coated light titanium gray. The base is satin aluminum
and not powder-coated. Features include: broad power range from idle to rpm; removable
plenum cover that allows access to runners for modification; base manifold is CNC port
matched to upper manifold for maximum performance. This manifold accepts all stock
hardware. Use with stock or stock replacement twin throttle body. PDF-Installation Instructions.
Edelbrock Gasgacinch Gasket Sealer 4. Power Grip Hose Clamp O. Edelbrock 15 Deg. Performer
Small-Block Ford 5. For more information, visit Recommended intake gasket: Edelbrock ; Port

exit dimensions: 1. Horse Sense: At this point in our careers, we have two favorite treats that
might surprise you. One is to go to the races and not carry a camera; the other is to do a
carbureted dyno test. Not having to work around the numerous and sometimes bulky EFI
hardware, and especially not having to second-guess a computer, sure makes life easier.
Certainly electronic fuel injection is the darling of contemporary Blue Oval performance, but by
no means are carburetors dead. On every racetrack-and still on the street-affordable,
predictable, powerful, carbureted muscle makes the tires go to smoke, and because of that,
carbureted performance development continues. One key player in the carbureted scene is
Edelbrock. After more than six decades of automotive hot rodding-Edelbrock senior was
fiddling with flatheads in the company's catalog is bursting with carbureted intake manifolds to
the point where you wonder what could possibly be new. Of course, there's always something
new, and with carbureted intakes at Edelbrock the buzz is Air-Gap. By taking the excellent
Performer RPM intake, raising the runners and plenum enough to notice, then leaving the area
between the intake's valley floor and the runners open, Edelbrock has developed the Performer
RPM Air-Gap series of intakes. The idea is to arrive at an intake with just a touch more
performance potential, combined with whatever air-cooling the open Air-Gap design can give.
Available for s for a while now, the Windsor version has more recently debuted. We decided to
take a detailed look at the bigger Windsor. Our examination was simplicity itself. So we asked
Edelbrock to ship a pair of the W intakes to Westech Performance, where we normally do our
engine dyno testing. There, Westech bolted its just-freshened Ford Racing Performance Parts
stroker Windsor test mule crate engine to its Superflow dyno and prepared to run the two
intakes. We brought the camera and laptop, and the fun began. Same But Different As we set
about photographing the two Edelbrock castings, their differences became apparent. While the
Air-Gap is clearly a dual-plane, large-runner Performer RPM family member, it is also just as
clearly the tallest sprout on that family tree. This straightens the runners on their way into the
intake ports, improving airflow, fuel distribution, and typically mid- to high-range horsepower.
On the other hand, considering juiced-up Windsors typically find their way into Mustangs where
hood clearance is already snug, the Air-Gap's taller height may require a scoop or high-rise
hood. A less obvious difference is the Air-Gap has slightly larger cross-sectional area in the
runners than the standard Performer RPM. This increase is minor, about 10 percent according
to Edelbrock, but it is there and should barely favor high-rpm power while doing nothing or next
to nothing to low-end power because the increase is so small. Apparently the plenums are the
same between the two intakes. We took a quick height measurement inside the pair, measuring
from the carburetor pad to the bottom of the plenum, and got identical measurements. Shape
and volume appear to be the same as well. While the Air-Gap obviously free-flows air around the
outside of the runners and under the plenum, and shields the runners from direct contact with
hot oil misting around in the lifter valley, its design also precludes an exhaust crossover
passage. This eliminates another source of manifold heating, all in the name of power
production, but it could be a factor in true cold-weather driveability. Sure, no one is seriously
running his or her Mustang in the snow, but we thought we'd at least mention it. More
importantly, the missing heat crossover immediately disqualifies the Air-Gap as an EGR source,
so that may be an emissions concern if your Ford is so equipped. They share the same
accessory mounting holes, use the same gaskets, and as we'll see, generally perform the same.
On The Dyno If you still have your May '02 issue of 5. Set with 32 degrees of ignition timing, the
single-plane Victor Jr. Moving to the pair of RPM manifolds, we and Westech dyno man Steve
Brule agreed we'd see a drop of about 10 hp but a healthy gain in torque due to the "big
dual-plane" design of the RPM intakes. Obviously, for any street car the torque gains and
snappier low-end throttle response more than made up for the missing 10 hp. In fact, the
midrange gains with the Performer RPM were enough to make us wonder who really does need
something as racy as the Victor Jr. As we've seen so often before, it takes steep gearing and a
willingness to live in the upper rpm range to make race-oriented, single-plane manifolds such as
the Victor Jr. This was called typical by Steve and was attributed to the stronger signal the
carburetor receives from the dual-plane intake compared to the single plane. These are Demon
jets, of course, but the numbering is the same as Holley practice, in case that's what you have.
The engine didn't particularly like being leaned out. It lost just a horsepower or so all the way
across the powerband, save for the power peak where the drop was hardly noticeable. Thus,
Steve's next thought was to go up on the primary side of the carburetor and leave the
secondaries alone. As we had just dialed in this engine from an ignition-timing point of view, we
called it ready for official power figures. They were obtained in our usual way, making three
runs with no adjustments, each with the same one minute of cooldown between runs to allow
the oil to shed some heat, and finally averaging the three runs together to arrive at an official
power figure. This placed the Performer RPM at What a nice street engine this torquey stroker

would make! After a short cooldown we were ready to swap intakes, and if there is a good
reason to do carbureted dyno tests, the ease of swapping parts has to be it. Compared to
fiddling with EFI and all its injectors, fuel rails, regulators, and bulky intakes, the carbureted
layout is refreshingly simple. With the timing and jetting set, there was little left to do except run
the thing and find out what difference it made. As you might have guessed, at first we had to
double-check the computer monitor in the dyno room to make sure we weren't looking at a
Performer RPM run. There turned out to be little difference-the Air-Gap peaks were As expected
after we had seen the taller layout, slightly larger runners, and same size plenum, the Air-Gap
hung in there longer, using rpm to bump up the power peak rpm and thus make another 6 hp. It
wasn't a huge difference, but a definite trend in favor of the Air-Gap. Slightly more surprising
than the peak numbers, however, was the midrange from 3, to 4, rpm. Again, this isn't headline
news, but it shows the Air-Gap is definitely the leader. With no dips anywhere below what the
standard Performer RPM does, the Air-Gap clearly has a small but definite advantage. Now, the
dyno didn't really allow us to check whatever improved cooling the Air-Gap may permit, even
though there is a good breeze blowing through the dyno cell at all times thanks to a 25hp fan
moving ambient air through the room. We'd have to think the Air-Gap might produce better
cooldowns at the dragstrip. And in long-duration races or street driving, the lack of oil and
exhaust crossover heat working directly on the intake ought to make some difference, but that's
impossible to say with the brief power blasts used in dyno testing. As we didn't have the dyno
budget to run the two intakes for extended periods, we let it go with our standard test
procedure. In the end, from a power standpoint, if you can fit the Air-Gap under your hood, there
is no reason not to. It makes a touch more power, undoubtedly thanks to its taller, straighter,
larger runners, and maybe some from the air passing more freely around it. Single-plane intakes
have all intake runners entering the plenum-the area just below the carburetor-at the same level,
or plane. Thus, all intake runners draw from the same large plenum area. Because the plenum
volume is large, it typically takes more rpm to produce a strong enough vacuum signal to
efficiently move the column of air and fuel down a runner toward the cylinder. But also because
the plenum is large, at higher rpm there is more air and fuel to draw from, and the short, straight
runners provide less restriction to the mixture. This is why single-plane intakes are soft on
power at low rpm but make good top-end power. The Victor Jr. Dual-plane intakes divide the
runners into two groups of four. Each group draws from half the plenum, which has a wall
divider in it. This requires stacking the runners on two planes, with more twists and turns that
unavoidably snuff top-end power, but the smaller plenum is more responsive at lower rpm so
torque is higher and engine smoothness is enhanced. These are simply dual-plane intakes with
plenums and runners larger than what has been traditional, hence their somewhat bulked-up
appearance and "big" name. Their dual-plane design retains excellent torque, while the larger
runners go a long way toward aiding top-end power. Excellent street manifolds, big dual planes
continue to gain widespread performance usage as tuners realize their broad performance
capabilities. Single vs. Because our test engine was configured exactly the same except for
intake manifolds, our Victor Jr. Clearly, the racy Victor Jr. Edelbrock intake trades torque for
horsepower-that's the whole idea of a single-plane intake. Given the requirements for streetable
camming, it's difficult to see where the Victor Jr. Assuming good traction, the greater torque
available from the dual planes at lower rpm would provide a holeshot the Victor Jr. The story
would be different if the engine was tuned for higher rpm with a more aggressive camshaft. But
then it would be more race engine than anything else. Victor Jr. Manifold Heights Edelbrock
calculates its intake heights by placin
volvo penta 260a
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2012 audi s4 engine
g the casting on a flat surface, then running a straightedge across the carburetor pad and
measuring the distance from the bench top to the carburetor pad. Measurements are taken at
the front and rear of the intake, then averaged to account for any slope of the carburetor pad.
Data for the manifolds in this story are shown below. Performer RPM 4. When we left off last
night in our Week To Wicked Mustang LX Sport project, we had just removed the stock engine
and transmission and installed most of the Maximum Motorsports suspension. The first step is
installing full-length Fox-body Mustang subframe connectors from Maximum Motorsports to our
LX hatchback. Readers share the story and pictures of their muscle Mustangs and fast Fords.
We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Tom Wilson. Sources Westech
Performance Group. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most
Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang

